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Abstract

Prayer and spirituality are aspects of patient care that are not often addressed in modern medical practice. Controversy surrounds the family practitioner’s role regarding prayer. The patient’s belief system and religion are neglected psychosocial variables. Prayer is accepted as an integral aspect of therapeutic counselling, by pastoral counsellors. The issues that this study address are, whether prayer is appropriate in the family practice consultation and if so, the effective dosage, in the range between homeopathic and overdose. All the participating doctors practise in the “township” areas of the Cape Peninsula. The intention is to gauge the patients’ opinion on the family doctors’ role regarding prayer and to assess whether differences in religion between doctor and patient affects the patients’ choice of doctor or their religious enquiry or discussion. The results compare favourably with other studies, viz. that there is a lack of religious inquiry initiated by doctors. Most respondents felt that they would not discuss religious or spiritual matters with practitioners of different religious persuasions. Others had felt that doctors of different religions, who had discussed religion, enriched the experience of the consultation. None of the respondents had expressed that they would not attend doctors on the basis of their religion. The positive reinforcement of the doctor-patient relationship, for respondents who shared spirituality or prayer with their practitioners, is a significant finding. This positive reinforcement is displayed through Venn diagrams. Suggestions that would facilitate the introduction of spirituality into the family practice consultation are presented.


Introduction

This study aims for a deeper understanding of patients’ views on prayer in the family practice consultation. Family practice patients have diverse religious beliefs and practices. Relating religion to medicine is, on the one hand, considered an unusual occurrence, and a sensitive almost taboo subject. On the other hand, religion is considered to form an integral part of medicine, not only by divine authority but by virtue of factual knowledge and reason. Reticence, to research prayer, based on the potential of divine punitive reaction is rejected since it confuses the spiritual action of prayer with its consequences. Lay press articles, books written by doctors and medical publications have brought these issues under the spotlight. A review of the literature (PRE-1995), reveals two studies, which assessed patients’ expectation of prayer and discussion of religion.

Methods

This is a qualitative study of a purposeful sample of 10 adult patients, selected by the author and three family practitioners of different religious persuasions. Consent for participation and publication was obtained. Potential problems, of supercession, were avoided by selecting practitioners, who practise in different areas. Any risk, to the doctor patient relationship, was nullified by allowing the respondent freedom of expression. Respondents were assured that the confidentiality and anonymity applied throughout. Feedback interviews facilitated understanding and allowed respondents’ final approval. All respondents said that they enjoyed participating. One feedback interview was concluded with a prayer, at the request of and, by the respondent. Data was collected by tape recording and written field notes. Each respondent was allocated a three letter alpha code. The first letter indicating the sequence of respondent, the second letter indicating the respondent’s gender and the third letter, the respondent’s religion. For interview AFC, we can therefore conclude;
A= the first interview, F= female respondent, C= Christian. All lines of transcripts were numbered by an alpha numeric number, the alpha prefix being the interview code and the numeric suffix, the line number. The editing style allows for analysis and data collection to occur simultaneously. Phrases were grouped using the cut and paste method. Venn diagrams facilitated a concise display of the data of individual respondents. An individual understanding is considered essential by Stewart. The individual display also allows demonstration of the diversity of beliefs and practices found in the small sample of respondents.

Themes were compared and reorganised. Data was further reduced and recorded in a matrix as described by Huberman. The matrix, enabled integration of the individual interviews into collective themes. Further summarizing and reduction led to the results, as recorded. The themes' reliability was checked by utilizing the formula of Huberman, viz, reliability = number of agreements/total number of agreements plus disagreements. Internal consistency of interview AFC was calculated by double coding and applying the above formula. Double coding sharpened the definitions and served, very effectively, to check the correctness of categorizing. Discussion with colleagues and supervisors counteracted my bias and prioritized the primary aim of the study, i.e. the respondents' perception. I actively attempted reflexivity during the literature review, interviews, analysis and during writing up.

The eight collective themes identified are presented below with supporting direct quotations from the individual interviews. The demographics of the sample are summarized in Table I.

**Beliefs:** Respondents' beliefs, expectations and past experiences, more than their demographic criteria, seem to direct their attitudes and actions, as one respondent says, “I was brought up, religion doesn't sit on your head, it is what is inside of you as a person.” 

**Group functioning:** Group functioning is expressed as an issue of prime importance, since “the church is the means of getting people together to become a worshipping community, a worshipping family.” 

**BMC108-110 A monotheistic belief is shared by all respondents, irrespective of religion or denomination, as is the belief in a benevolent God. All respondents confirmed a role for, and belief in, prayer. The degree of belief varies from “one day I may get an answer” EMC121 to “prayer is in everything that we do.” CFM204 I did not inquire directly about the frequency of the practice of prayer. Some respondents indicated that they, are “very prayerful”, HFC203 endeavoured not to make themselves “too busy” AFC250 and even to “sometimes... just get the urge” AFC252 to pray. Religion and prayer holds people or families together during these troubled times.” 

**KMC496-497:** Religion is so important that, “I don’t think that any family can be a family if... they haven’t got the Lord, or if they don’t make the Lord a part of their lives.” AFC159-162. The tendency to “forget there is a Lord” DMC181 or to “leave God on the outside” JMC421 is thought to be encouraged by an over dependence on bio-medical science. All respondents indicated that “Prayer is involved in medicine.” EMC345

**Speaking about the doctor:** The vocation of medicine is recognised by many respondents as “a calling from God.” HFC424. Physicians are identified as “the hands of God and the science of God” BMC156 with the “gift and the talent under the controlling hands and direct supervision of God and of the angels.” BMC156-159. Almost all respondents expressed excellent relationships with their GP’s. The only two who did not express this did not mention their GP at all. A concern was expressed in that some patients “idolise” JMC432 their doctors. One doctor was identified as a “super power.” EMC151. However, “doctor are also only human.” KMC346. The religious doctor who “knows the source of his strength”, KMC418 seems to facilitate communication. One respondent clearly expresses, “If...you don’t speak about God, it doesn’t mean I won’t go back to you. But... God comes into the conversation, then I’m open. I’ll talk to you.” GFC230-235

Comfort and trust is generated by the awareness that “this is a man of God, believes in the same principles, that I believe in.” KMC700-702. One respondent had “a prayer together”

---

**Table 1:** Demographics of sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Denomination</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Dr's religion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFC</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Clerk</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFM</td>
<td>Moslem</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Foreman</td>
<td>Agnostic humanist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMC</td>
<td>Seventh-day Adventist</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Housing Assistant</td>
<td>Moslem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMC</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Agnostic humanist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM</td>
<td>Moslem</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Senior Operator</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFC</td>
<td>Docks Mission</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Clerk</td>
<td>VGK*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Senior Operator</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMC</td>
<td>Anglican</td>
<td>Afrikaans</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Clerk</td>
<td>VGK*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Seventh-Day Adventist. — * Vereenigde Gereformeerde Kerk — Italics indicate that the information was obtained from the family doctor.
JMC263 with a doctor, that he had consulted. It was "quite a surprise... to hear a doctor ask... if he could pray" JMC296-297 but he felt elevated and "on the same level" JMC306. The GP who appreciates God is viewed, "as a confidant... on the same wavelength." GFC286-288 The respondent who did not experience any spiritual interaction during the consultation, similarly, felt that his GP has a very "compassionate nature." EMC158 Another respondent, if she should notice her doctor praying quietly, would consider him "a sweet person... would probably make my heart glad" AFC352-354

Prayer. Prayer is generally recognised as communication with God. All, except one, expressed satisfaction with prayer. Prayer, for the dissenting voice, is "obviously a one way conversation." EMC103 He questions where "faith comes in" EMC124 and almost wistfully concludes, that "maybe one day I'll get an answer" EMC121. All respondents felt that there is a role for prayer in the family practice consultation. The doctor has a specific talent and duty "because we're all gifted... with the gift of being able to talk and to listen... (i.e.) the gift of prayer," BMC236-240 "Prayer... goes hand in hand with medical" JMC382 and the doctor cannot achieve anything without divine guidance and intervention. The timing of the prayer, as well as its implementation, is "a difficult choice" KMC531 and the doctor will need to know his patients and be sure that the patient really wants to pray. Prayer in the consultation seems to have a "soothing" FFM236 effect, that "fills us again with His power... and with His love." JMC502 Prayer is, therefore suggested as, appropriate in times of "emotional trauma," AFC302 "and when you're deeply troubled." AFC299

Feelings about prayer in the consultation. The need for prayer in the consultation is repeatedly addressed. Respondents "encourage the doctor to pray" BMC263 and "would love to see doctors... [pray] more often". DMC179 A "Moslem gyne" FFM183 prays for all his patients. The patient "feel great" FFM244 and is assured of "extra strength" FFM245 as she is "petrified of operations." FFM162 "The prayer of a faithful believer is very powerful," KMC598 Consequently "if patients... idolise" JMC439 the doctor and he "prays for you, it will be fantastic." KMC599 It is "strange" AFC333 that prayer becomes more important when one fears that "something may happen" AFC341 or if "you don't know if you're going to come out"" FFM225. Care should be exercised with patients who are unaware or unsure of their diagnosis. Prayer at such a time, may cause "psychological hurt," BMC221 "simply because... it's a medical doctor", BMC216 who is being seen. Doctors who pray at inopportune moments or without gaining the patients' trust and permission may discourage some patients. "If it's not a situation that calls for prayer, it's not going to go down looking well. They're going to say, 'Don't go to that doctor'" AFC315-318 Prayer is suppressed by "big-headed" JMC482 attitude, verbosity or "empty words". HFC188 Respondents also, are wary of "window-dressing" HPCR and of doctors, "not being sure of themselves" EMC296 or who are "trying to impress" EMC298. A great difficulty is that "doctors are so busy." JMC456

Difference of religion between doctor and patient. There is a general consensus of respect for other religions, even where "there is a world of difference" KMC662. Patients attended doctors because of the doctors' skill, honesty, level of care, attitudes and respect. When the GP "cares... then... religion doesn't matter" CFM397 Doctors of different religions who demonstrated and shared their beliefs with the respondents caused the respondents to admire those doctors. This encourages patients "to feel... equal... understand each other and... (to) communicate." GFC126 Most respondents expressed a difficulty with cross religion prayer. Somewhat of a paradox, since all respondents agreed that "we serve one God." JMC329 and some would, "still ask God [for] a blessing." JMC373 The differences in religion and even of church denomination, could result in communication to be "not on the same level" JMC322 or that "we will talk past each other." KMC441 One respondent felt that where even the "religious principles" KMC673 differs, he would have great difficulty cooperating with that practitioner.

Doctor asking about religion. Only one respondent said that her GP asked about her religion. She considered this, an expression of "his interest" CFM329 and "respect for my religion" CFM331 Another indicated that not "one doctor asked and I'm 48 years old." AFC343 One "made it known to the doctor what religion we are." DMC208 Two respondents "will try and bring it (religion) in". GFC290 One says, "if he don't respond, I won't force the issue". GFC291 The other "will always infer from my conversation, ... where do I stand with this doctor. How does he view things, what is his religious ideology?" KMC685-687

How to pray in the consultation. Respondents' suggestions on the means of implementation of prayer are based on a good doctor-patient relationship. Doctors should know their patients, not surprise the patient with sudden "out of the blue" AFC320 prayer and ascertain that the patient is fully aware of the reasons for the prayer. The relationship between clergy and family practitioners, "was fantastic. Today that disposition has been neglected and estranged,... it must be picked up again", KMC582-584 "That the doctors also will realize, I am not master over human lives." KMC619-624 All believers are urged to fulfill their "evangelical mission" GFCR and share their beliefs with patients. Prayer sessions or prayer rooms at surgeries "will be flooded by people who would eagerly want to pray there." KMC566

The doctor-patient relationship appeared to assume greater importance when it was associated with shared spirituality. The venn diagram (figs 1 & 2) and its explanation, depict these relationships and summarize each interview. The two larger circles represent the respondent to the left (blue) and their own family practitioner (pink) to the right. Other smaller circles, represent other doctors (pink) or people that the respon-
**Figure 1:** Diagram of consultation of respondent EMC. This diagram does not show any episodes of shared spirituality.

**Figure 2:** Diagram of consultation of respondent KMC. This diagram shows episodes of shared spirituality at the intersections of the circles, between the patient and the doctor and also with his wife and others.
dent discussed. The intersections of the circles indicated episodes of shared prayer or spirituality. Unbroken straight lines between the circles represent good relationships and jagged lines represent poor or hostile relationships. The open book displays the respondent's understanding of prayer. The bubble indicates thoughts and/ or feelings. The "no entry" sign depicts any inhibitions or impediments to prayer in the consultation. The suggestions are being deposited into the box for that purpose. Quotes and arrows are inserted to complete the flow.

Discussion

The population studied is characterized by a wide diversity in a multicultural society and many different religions and religious denominations. This study, despite the small sample, has demonstrated some differences and touch upon some of the effects that relate specifically to doctor-patient religious differences. Reliability calculations, according to his formula, fitted Huberman's expectations. The study has several limitations. The sample is small, even for a qualitative study. The religious diversity cannot be fully addressed without input from more denominations and religious affiliations, e.g. Roman Catholics, Apostolics, Atheists, Hindus et al. "Extreme case" sampling might have enriched the study. All respondents in this study do pray. The views of atheists or people who do not pray may differ. The context of the interviews, specifically relating to issues of gender and respondent expectations and view of the interviewer, is thus not adequately addressed. The need for prayer does not necessarily refer to prayer by the doctor but could also be prayer by or for the patient and by or for any other individual or institution.

Respondents have warned how not to and suggested how to introduce prayer into the family practice consultation. These warnings should be heeded as part of a patient-centered approach and the processes of reflexivity and bracketing. Much have been said about what we pray for. One respondent mentioned that prayer is a "one way conversation". EMC104 It is important to consider what kind of divine intervention we are awaiting. This is especially important when we are evaluating trials that investigate the efficacy of prayer.

This study confirms the results of previous research, that doctors do not ask patients about their religion, but is contrary to the results of a non-random study of 49 general practitioners 35 all members of the Medical Association of South Africa where 83% of the respondents said that they inquired about religion in the consultation. Further study into the reasons why doctors do not ask patients would be useful. Respondents wish to know their doctors' religious standing. Their inquiry is inhibited by respect for the doctor. A respondent viewed her GP's inquiry about her religion as a sign of respect. Schreiber wrote that the lack of doctors' inquiry might indicate disrespect to the patient. This study was initiated to assess the respondents' perception of the role of prayer. "Prayer goes hand in hand with medicine" JMC381 and "prayer is involved in medicine" EMC345 are replies that reflect the feelings of all the respondents. The in-depth interviews have, true to the expectations of qualitative research, revealed a rich depth of feelings and a myriad of opinions. The most important findings are that the respondents expect respect for their beliefs and a patient-centered approach. The exact role of prayer need to be determined for each patient in every consultation. Doctors should continuously be aware of their own feelings and conscious of patient cues. Prayer is not a substitute for clinical competence. Prayer and the personal spiritual orientation of each individual are part of the doctor-patient interaction, with or without the awareness of the respective individuals. Episodes of spirituality, shared between the doctor and patient, as expressed by some respondents, lead to the opening of communication, equality and improved relationships. The association between the two variables i.e. the doctor patient relationship and prayer, needs further investigation. We are not expected to fulfil all the expectations of our patients but we are expected to be aware of those needs and to address those needs when possible.

Conclusion

Respondents made appropriate, plausible and acceptable suggestions regarding the incorporation of prayer and religious inquiry into the doctors' armamentarium. Respondents have showed sensitivity when they attempted to establish the religious or spiritual ideology of their medical providers. I think that all family practitioners should consider such discussion as part of the usual patient history. We should handle this discussion with similar sensitivity. Maugans has develop excellent guide-lines to a spiritual inquiry based on the mnemonic "SPIRIT".

Barnard, during 1995, reported that 13 American medical schools had a required course in religious studies and 24 other schools offered the course as part of another course. Such a course should be introduced at our medical schools so that all medical students could appreciate the rich and varied forms of religious life, expression, and practice. The resulting awareness will motivate the students to practise genuinely person-centred medicine.
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